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Observations of auroral medium frequency bursts
J. LaBelle, S. G. Shepherd, and M. L. Trimpi
Department of Physics and Astronomy, Dartmouth College, Hanover, New Hampshire

Abstract. Auroral mediumfrequency(MF) burstsare broadbandimpulsiveradio
emissionsobservedat ground level during the breakup phase of auroral substorms.
Measurementsmade in northern Canada during 1995-1996 show the seasonaland
local time dependenciesof MF burst emissions,provide case-studyevidence for a
null in the MF burst spectrum near twice the ionosphericelectron gyrofrequency,
and establisha correlation betweenMF burst and impulsiveauroral hiss. High time
resolution measurementsreveal that MF bursts occur in 100-300 /is wave packets
which sometimesappear periodic having a period closeto the ionsophericproton
gyroperiod. The timescalesof the MF burst wave packetsare comparableto those
of whistler solitary waves recently observedwith the FAST satellite.
1. Introduction

2.

Instrumentation

Radio waves at frequenciesranging from a fraction
of a hertz to several megahertz are often associated
with auroral displays. Although many auroral waves
cannot escape the ionosphere and are only observed
with rocket- or satellite-borne instruments, there are
several types of waves which are detected at ground

Two types of radio receiver have been developedat
Dartmouth College and deployedin Arctic and Antarctic observatories

to record auroral

MF

burst emissions:

a programmablefrequencyreceiverand a downconverting receiver. Both receivers use the same preampli-

tier and antenna,a 10 me magneticloop orientedto
level. In the LF/MF/HF frequencyrange (30 kHz to optimize sensitivity to sky noise and to null out the
30 MHz), the most prominent auroral emissionsob- strongest source of local interference. Antenna and
served at ground level are auroral hiss, medium fre- preamplifierare locatedat least 100 m from the building
quencyburst (MF burst), and auroral roar [e.g., La- containing the receivers.
Belle ct al., 1994]. MF burstis the leastwell described The programmable receiver can be programmed to
of thesethree phenomena.Kelloggand Monson[1979] emphasizefrequencyor time resolutionaccordingto the
observed occasional radio bursts at times when aurora
desiresof the experimenter.The normal program used
was overhead, but these could not be reliably distin- for routine data collectionsweeps0.05-5.00 MHz each
guished from lightning-generated atmosphericswhich 2 s with 10-kHz resolutionand operates20 hours/d,
could have been their source(P. J. Kellogg, personal skipping 4 hours around local noon for housekeeping

communication,1995). Weatherwaxet al. [1994]re- purposes[Weatherwax,1994]. The data are digitized
in the computer, displayed on a monitor in real-time,
and archived on streamer tapes or optical disks which
are mailed to Dartmouth Collegefor analysis.In stages
between 1994 and 1996, Dartmouth installed these rethat MF burst and auroral hiss are correlated.
Since
ceiversin five Canadian CANOPUS observatoriesspanthe initial study, hundreds of MF burst emissionshave ning invariant latitudesfrom 66ø to 79ø alonga geomagbeen observed at many auroral zone locations. These netic meridian and imbeddedwithin the larger CANOnew data provide better case study and statistical ev- PUS array of magnetometers,photometers, rion•ters,
idence of the characteristicsof the emissions. In par- and all-sky imagers. Table I shows the locations and
ticular, high time resolution waveform measurements magnetic latitudes of these Canadian observingsites.
reveal that the durations of individual
MF burst wave
For a 3-week campaign at Churchill, Manitoba, in
packetsare the order of 100-300/is, much shorter than April 1996, two programmablereceiversand a downconpreviouslythought.
verting receiverwere used. One programmablereceiver,
hereafter referred to as the normal programmable re-

ported the first definitive observationsof MF burst,
determined its approximate frequencyrange, provided
statistical evidencefor a null in the MF burst spectrum
near twice the electron gyrofrequency,and suggested

ceiver(NPR), operatedat the normal samplerate and
Copyright1997by theAmericanGeophysical
Union.
Papernumber97JA01905.
0148-0227/97/97JA-01905509.00

bandwidth described above. The other, hereafter re-

ferredto as the fast programmablereceiver(FPR), was
programmedto measuresignalsat four selected10-kHzwide frequencybands at a 3-kHz sample rate; thus the
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Table 1. Dartmouth CollegeRadio Receiver Sites in Northern Canada
Site

Gillam, Manitoba
Churchill, Manitoba
Arviat, Northwest Territories
Baker Lake, Northwest Territories
Taloyoak, Northwest Territories
UT, universal time; MLT, magnetic local time.

Geographic Geographic Invariant
Latitude
Longitude
Latitude

UT Correspondingto
Midnight MLT

56.38

265.36

66.8

58.76

265.92

69.2

0635

61.11

265.95

71.4

0637

64.32

263.97

74.2

0652

69.54

266.45

79.2

0647

receiver recorded a four-frequency spectrum each 1.2

ms. Three of the frequencies(2000, 2300, and 2600
kHz) were selectedin the range of MF burst frequencies,and one frequency(430 kHz) was selectedin the
range of LF auroral hiss.
A tunable downconvertingreceiver was also used in

0637

The MF bursts recordedat Arviat showquite distinctly
a null near 3 MHz, which is approximately twice the

ionosphericelectrongyrofrequency(fee). This example
provides direct evidence of this spectral feature which

wassurmisedby Weatherwax
et al. [1994]basedon statistical data.

Most MF

burst events occur either above

or below 2fee; individual eventsthat extend both above
and below 2f½• are unusualbut are characterizedby a
null in the spectrum near 2f•e when they occur. The
auroral roar continues to occur intermittently at approximately the same frequencyas the gap in the MF
burst spectrum, suggestingthe possibilitythat auroral
roar plays a role in the suppressionof the MF burst
signal. Statistics from many observatoriesat different
the 2-12 kHz band.
Data are recorded on 90-min aulatitudes prove that the auroral roar emissionis associdio tapes. The large quantity of data and the need ated with 2f•; however, similar data are not available
to changetapes frequently make automatic operation for the gap in the MF burst spectrum,which is lessofdifficult, although the first observationsof auroral roar ten observed. If the gap in the exampleof Figure la

the April 1996 campaign. The downconvertingreceiver
translates a user selectable 10-kHz band, located at any
frequencyfrom 10 kHz to 5 MHz, to the frequencyrange
2-12 kHz which can be recorded on audio tapes. An
analogfilter at the tape recorderinput compensatesfor
the preemphasisfilter built into the audio tape recorder,
and an inverse filter applied upon playback produces
an approximately equalized instrument responseover

fine structurewere recordedthat way [LaBelle et al., is associatedwith 2f•, its frequencyrange (2.90-2.95
1995].In the April 1996campaign,the downconverting MHz) correspondsto 277-315 km aboveArviat, assumreceiver was tuned interactively based on the real-time
programmablereceiverdata.

ing a dipole magnetic field.
Figure 1 also illustrates the correlation between MF
burst and impulsive auroral hiss, which occurs at fre-

3. Data

quencies
below-• 1 MHz duringsubstormonsets(seere-

Presentation

viewsby Helliwell[1965]andSazhinet al. [1993]).Both
Figure 1 showsauroral radio emissionsrecordedwith
the NPR at Churchill, Manitoba, and Arviat, NWT,

during 0620-0715 UT (0020-0115 LT) on April 24,
1995. Arviat (71.4ø invariant latitude) lies about 200
km north of Churchill (69.2ø invariant latitude). At
both stations, midnight magnetic local correspondsto
about 0635 UT (0035 LT). The spectrogramscover04 MHz on the vertical axis, with wave intensity encoded into the gray scale. (White pixels correspond

types of emissionsconsistof groupsof impulsiveemissionslasting 10-60 s. At least sevengroupsof MF burst
impulses are recorded at Arviat between 0651 and 0712

UT, and theseare correlatedone-to-onewith groupsof
auroral hiss impulses. The 2-s time resolution of these

recordsis not sufficientto correlateindividual impulses
of MF burst with those of auroral hiss.

The MF burst signaturesrecordedat Arviat are strikingly different from those recordedat Churchill, 200 km

to _<4 nV/mx/• andblackpixelscorrepsond
to _>400 south. No MF burst is observed at Churchill above the
nV/mx/•, respectively.)
Darkhorizontal
linesrepre- noiselevelof the instrumentafter 0652UT, eventhough
sent fixed frequency transmissionssuch as those occurring in the AM broadcastband at 550-1600 kHz. The
other panels display riometer and magnetometer data
from the CANOPUS stations at Arviat, Churchill, and

MF burst exceedingthat noiselevel by up to 35 dB is
observed at Arviat.

Such dramatic

differences between

MF burst signalsreceived200 km apart are commonly
observed.In Figure 1, the auroralroar signalsobserved
Gillam (66.8ø invariant latitude).
at Churchill and Arviat appear nearly identical, but this
Three types of LF/MF/HF auroralradio emissions observationis unusual;often, there are significantdifare labeled in Figure la: Auroral roar occurscentered ferences in auroral roar emissions observed at stations
near 2.9 MHz between0622 and 0650 UT, becomingin- 200 km or more apart.
termittent thereafter; auroral hiss occurs below 1 MHz
Like auroral hiss, MF burst characterizesthe expanbetween 0651 UT and 0712 UT; and MF bursts are the sion phase of the auroral substorm. At 0645 UT, abbroadband bursty wavesstarting at 0651 UT and cov- sorption of AM radio signalsis observedat Churchill
ering the frequencyrange 1.5-3.8 MHz in this example. simultaneous with the onset of auroral hiss and MF
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Figure 1. (a) A 0-4 MHz spectrogramrecordedat Arviat, NorthwestTerritories,showingthree
types of auroral radio emissions:auroral roar, a narrowband emissionnear 3 MHz; MF burst,
broadband emissionsat 1.5-3.8 MHz starting at 0651 UT in this example, and auroral hiss,

broadbandemissions
belowI MHz; (b) 30-MHz riometerdata and (c) H componentmagnetometer data recordedby CANOPUS instrumentsat Arviat; (d) A 0-4 MHz spectrogramrecordedat
Churchill, Manitoba, in the same format as Figure la. Lower panels show riometer and H component magnetometer data recorded by CANOPUS instrumentation at Churchill and Gillam,
Manitoba.

burst. These same signatures, only weaker, are detected at Arviat. Initial prompt riometer absorption
and deflectionsin magnetometertraces at two stations
south of Churchill, Island Lake and Gillam, also occur
at 0645 UT. At 0651 UT, the first large bay in the mag-

netic field H componentis recordedlocally at Churchill,
accompanied by enhanced riometer absorption. At the
same time, the most intense MF burst and auroral hiss
up to I MHz occur at Churchill, deep absorption of

AM broadcast band signals sets in at Arviat, and a

22,224
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seriesof at least seven groups of MF bursts begins at
Arviat. Local magnetometer and riometer activity at
Arviat remains relatively low-leveluntil about 0712 UT,at which time a magnetic bay and riometer absorption
are observed coincident with MF burst and auroral hiss,

precededby a burst of auroral roar. After this time, no
radio emissionsare detected at either observatory. The
disappearanceor intermittency of auroral radio emissionsobservedat ground level after substorm breakup
has been attributed to screeningof the waves due to
precipitation-inducedionization in the lower ionosphere

BURST
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Figure 3. MF burst events detected at Churchill dur-

below the wave source.

Figure 2 summarizes6 months of MF burst obser- ing 1996, as a function of time of day. (Midnight magnetic local time is 0635 UT.)
vations, September 1994 through April 1995, at three
CANOPUS sites: Gillam, Churchill, and Arviat. The
vertical axis representsthe number of nighttime hours
during which at least one MF burst occurred,as a frac- however,case studies suggestthat the occurrencerate
tion of the total nighttime hoursfor which data were is lower at Baker Lake and Taloyoak, so that 69ø-71ø
obtained. This ratio was measured every night, but probably representsthe peak in the latitude distribu-

the valuesplotted in Figure 2 have been averagedwith
a 7-day triangular sliding window. Gaps in the data
from each station indicate periods when no data were
available from that station. Despite these gaps, MF
burstsare clearly lesscommonat Gillam (66.8ø) than

tion of these emissions.

The

occurrence

of MF

burst

emissionsvaries episodically, with peaks in the occurrence rates at all stations characteristically separated
by intervalsof 27 days. For reference,Figure 2 displays
the Kp index for the same 6-month period. Peaks in
they are at either Churchill(69.2ø) or Arviat (71.4ø), MF burst occurrencerates correspondto relatively high
where occurrencerates are similar. As yet, insufficient Kp, consistent with previous observationsof the close
data exist to extend this analysis to higher latitudes; correlation between MF bursts, substorm onsets, and
auroral hiss. Furthermore, based on this 6-month interval, the MF burst occurrencerates tend to be higher
0.20
i
i
i
!
i
i
near the equinoxesthan at winter solstice.
fl
Figure 3 showsthe total number of MF burstsrecorded
fl
It
II
at Churchill in 1996 as a function of time of day. MF
Gillam
II
Churchill
0.15
I I
burstsare most commonin the premidnighthours. The
Arviat
I::1
diurnal occurrencepattern is strikingly similar to that
I I

0.10

reportedfor impulsiveauroral hiss (for example,Figure I of Morgan[1977]),an observation
whichsuggests

II

. I f..
I

a closeassociationbetween these two phenomena. MF
burstsare absentunder daylight conditionsduring this
period.
The initial study of MF bursts included evidencethat
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these bursts vary in amplitude on short time scales.
On occasion,spectrogramsof MF burst eventsrecorded
with the NPR appear speckled,implying that the bursts
flicker on and off on timescalescomparableto the • 10

mssampleperiodof the NPR [Weatherwax
et al., 1994].

0

Oct
1994

Nov

Dec

Jan

Feb

Mar
1995

Figure 2. Occurrencerates of MF burst emissionsat
three stations between September 1994 and April 1995.
For comparison,a light solid trace showsa 7-day run-

Clearly the NPR, while useful for detectingMF burst
events, does not resolve them. In April 1996, we conducted a 3-week campaign in Churchill, Manitoba, in
which the downconvertingreceiverwas operated interactively to capture waveformsassociatedwith auroral
radio emissions. The primary goal of these observations was to better

document

auroral

roar fine struc-

ture [Shepherd
et al., 1997]. Becauseof their shorter

ning averageof the daily sum Kp indices during the timescale, MF burst emissionswere hard to identify in
sameinterval. During this solar-minimumtime period,
MF burst emissionsoccur more frequently at 69ø-71ø the real-time plots quickly enough to tune the downinvariant latitude than at lower latitude. As expected converting receiver to capture them, but despite this
for a substormphenomenon,MF bursts are correlated difficulty one MF burst event was captured with the
with Kp.

downconverting receiver. The time resolution of the
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downconverting
receiver(0.1 ms) is 2 ordersof magni- the downconvertingreceiveris plotted versustime with
no time averagingfor the 10 ms interval indicatedby an
surements.
arrow below Figure 4e. At this resolution, MF burst is
Figure 4a showsa spectrogramof MF burstsrecorded observedto be composedof short duration wave packwith the NPR during 0414:30-0423:30 UT on April 15, ets. For example, one wave packet indicated by an ar1996. Figure 4b showsa spectrogram recorded with row at 3.5-3.8 ms in the record consistsof three peaks
the downconvertingreceiver for 19.5 seconds,starting in the rectifiedwaveformlasting0.3 ms (1-1/2 cycles
at 0417:19 UT, and Figure 4c showsthe amplitude of
the downconvertedsignal, averagedwith a 1.2-ms winChurchill, 15 April 1996
dow. During this interval the center frequency of the
tude faster than the sample rate of the previous mea-

downconverteris 1998 kHz, implying that the vertical
axis of the downconvertedspectrogramcorrespondsto

2800-

1993-2003

2400-

kHz.

Numerous

modulations

in the MF burst

intensity occur during the selected19.5-s interval, but
there is no evidenceof frequencystructure within the
10-kHz bandwidth of the downconvertingreceiver.
Figure 4d showsthe output of the 2000-kHz channel
from the FPR whichhasthe samebandwidth(10 kHz)

N 2000v

>' 1600

•- 12oo
800,

and time resolution(1.2 ms) asthe time-averaged
downconvertedsignal amplitude displayedin Figure 4c. The
two waveformsresembleeach other except for the peaks
in the downconvertedsignal amplitude at 2-3 s in the
recordwhich are an artificially injected time codesignal
and should be ignored. Unlike the downconverter,the
FPR output is calibrated and therefore providesabso-

4:1004:1204:14•••J 04.• 04:2004:22
Time04:24
(UT)

lute signal amplitudes associatedwith the bursts. At
the 1.2-ms resolution of the FPR, the MF burst spectral density in this 10-kHz band ranges from 0.1 to 0.6

/•V/mx/-•. However,
at millisecond
resolution,
theMF

burst
isnotfullyresolved;
thepeaks
inthewaveforms

shift
by10-20
dBbetween
individual
samples.

20

• lS

The10-kHz
bandwidth
of thedownconverting
re- ½ 10
ceiverprovides
evenhighertimeresolution.Figure •
4e showsan expandedspectrogramderivedfrom 1.6 s
(0417:26.0-0417:27.6)
of downconverter
waveformdata,
correspondingto the interval indicated by vertical lines
below Figure 4d. Each Fourier transform making up
the spectrogramin Figure 4e correspondsto 4 ms of
data. An interval of enhanced power spectral density
coveringthe full 10-kHz frequencyrange of the receiver
occurs0.5 s into the record and lasts approximately 250

s
0

0
0

8

ms. No frequency fine structure is observable.

The bottom panel, Figure 4f, showsthe highesttime
resolution available: the square of the waveform from
,

,

Figure 4. (a) A 0-2.9 MHz spectrogramshowingMF
burstsobservedon April 15, 1996;(b) a spectrogramof
a 10-kHz band centered at 1998 KHz, fo• a 19-s interval

beginningat 0417:19 UT; (c) 1.2 ms averagesof the
amplitude of the 10-kHz band centered at 1998 kHz;

(d) the amplitudeof the FPR channelcenteredat 2000
kHz and sampledat 1.2-msintervals;(e) an expanded
spectrogramof the 10-kHz band centeredat 1998 kHz,
for a selected1.6-s interval; and (f) the squareof the
waveform of the 10-kHz bandwidth signal centered on
1998 kHz, plotted with full time resolutionfor a selected
10-msinterval. Arrows in the bottom panel indicate MF
burst wave packetsof duration 100-300/•s. These are
quasiperiodicwith spacing ,-- 1.5 ms.
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at the downconvertedfrequency, or about 600 cyclesat
Figure 5 shows full-resolution waveforms measured
the • 2-MHz center frequency of the downconverted with the downconvertingreceiver, in the same format
band). Other wave packets,also indicated by arrows as Figure 4f. The relative intensity scaleon the y-axesis

in Figure 4f, have similar durations. The wave packets
appear quasiperiodic,with a period of • 1.25 ms in this
example. Extrapolating from the 10-ms interval in Figure 4f, the vertical streaks which appear as individual
bursts in the low-resolutionspectrogramsof MF bursts
(FiguresI and 4a), as well as the enhancedpowerspectral density feature shown in Figure 4e which lasts a
few hundred milliseconds,actually contain of hundreds
of short duration wave packets. The timescalesof these

identicalfor all five panelsand for Figure 4f. Figures5a
and 5b show 10-msintervalsstarting at 6.38 and 6.50 s
in Figures4b-4d during which the MF burst wavepackets are distinct from one another and quasi-periodic,
with periods in the range 1-1.5 ms. In contrast, Figures5c and 5d showexamplesin which the wave packets
are closertogether, even overlapping. When the wave
packetsare more frequent, their amplitudes tend to be
larger, averaging 10-15 units in Figures 5c and 5d but
wave packets, fractions of a millisecond, are almost 2 only 5-10 units in Figures 5a and 5b. For compariorders of magnitude shorter than the upper bound in- son, Figure 5e showsa waveform from a time interval
ferred from lower resolution measurements.
when no MF bursts occur, showingthat during the MF
bursts, the wave packetsgreatly exceedthe background
level, and somefluctuationsin intensity abovethe background are observedin the intervals betweenthe shortChurchill,Manitoba April 15, 1996
20
duration wave packets.
(A)
Figure 6 showsFPR data from a 600-ms interval dur15
ing an MF burst event at 0741:16 UT on April 14, 1996.
lO
For two selectedfrequencieswithin the MF burst, 2.3
and 2.6 MHz, wavepowerspectraldensity(PSD) versus
time is displayedwith no averaging,1.2 ms per sample.
o
6.380
6.382
6.384
6.386
6.388
6.390
The two frequenciesare sampled sequentially,0.3 ms
20
apart. During this time, MF bursts are observedover a
15
frequencyrangeextendingfrom below2.3 MHz to above
2.6 MHz. Sometimespeaks in the PSD occur simulta10
neously at both frequencies,as for example at 7.9 s in
the record. At other times a peak in PSD is registered
o
only
at one of the two frequencies.For example, near
6.5oo
6.51o
6.502
6.504
6.506
6.508
2o
8.06 s in the record, a peak at 2.3 MHz correspondsto
a valley betweentwo peaksat 2.6 MHz. This signature
15
could occur if the wave packetscomprisingMF burst
lO
are broadband but last about 0.3 ms, the interval sepa5
rating the samplesof the two frequencies;in that case,
the wave packet may be present during the 2.3-MHz
o
16.260
16.262
16.264
16.266
16.268
16.270
sample
but absent during the 2.6-MHz sample. The
2o
duration
of the wave packetsinferred from this under(D)
15
sampling hypothesis is consistentwith that measured
independentlywith the downconvertingreceiver.
lO
..

Figure 7 illustrates a correlation between auroral
MF
o
16.27o

16.272

16.274

16.276

16.278

16.28o

lO

0 _/•........ ^..... ^........... A..,,•
,,,L
.•,'l.....
• ,,..,,*.,.•.
•,....J .
12.260

12.262

12.264

12.266

12.268

12.270

Time[ seconds ]

Figure 5. The relative intensity of the 10-kHz band
centered at 1998 MHz, for five selected 10-ms intervals
within the April 15, 1996, MF burst event shown in

Figure 4. In the top two examples,the wavepacketsare
separatedby 1-1.5 ms; in the next two panels,the wave
packetshave larger amplitude, are more tightly packed,
and sometimes overlap. The bottom panel shows the
backgroundlevel at a time when no MF burst occurs.

burst and auroral

hiss recorded

0527-0541

UT

on

February 18, 1995, at Arviat (71.4ø invariant). The
decreasein the amplitude of AM broadcastband signals (535-1605 kHz) betweenthe beginningand end
of the record indicates the onset of D region absorption, a signature of the substormexpansionphasewith
which MF burst and impulsive auroral hiss are associated. The MF bursts occur between1400 and 2950 kHz,
and the auroral hissextendsfrom the lowestfrequency

measured(30 kHz) to above900 kHz. The time resolution of these NPR measurementsdoesnot fully resolve
the impulsive radio emissions, but the correlation be-

tween groupsof impulsesis obviousin Figure 7, as it is
in the exampleof Figure la. The MF burstsillustrated
in Figures 1 and 7 are exceptionally intense, but the
correlation

between auroral hiss and MF

burst seen in
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Churchill, Manitoba April 14, 1996
2.3 MHz

lOO

,,,

i

I

i

2.6 MHz

100

50

o
7.6

7.7

7.8

7.9

8.0

8.1

8.2

Time [ seconds after 0741:09 UT ]

Figure 6. The amplitude at two frequenciesas a function of time during an MF burst event
observedat Churchill on April 14, 1996, using the FPR with 1.2-ms resolution. The appearance
of amplitude peaksin one frequencybut not the other is consistentwith wavepackettimescales
the order of 0.3 ms, the interval between the samplesof the two frequencies.

FiguresI and 7 is typical of weakerMF burst eventsas
well. Although auroral hiss often occurswithout MF
burst, auroral hiss is nearly always present when MF
burst occurs. In the few examples out of hundreds in

Arviat (Eskimo Point), 18 Feb 1995
3.0

u_

1.5-

be excluded

that

VLF

auroral

hiss occurs at

frequenciesbelow the lower bound of the receiver.
To explore the correlation between auroral hiss and
MF burst at shorter timescales,Figure 8a showsan MF
burst recorded on April 14, 1996, and Figures 8b and
8c show 24-ms running averagesof two FPR channels,
430 kHz and 2.0 MHz, for a 19.5 s interval starting
UT.

The correlation

between

these time se-

ries does not appear strong: 2.0-MHz time series correspondingto MF burst showsmore peaks in power
spectral density than the 430-kHz time series which
correspondsto the auroral hiss; nevertheless,peaks in
the 430-kHz auroral hiss intensity line up with peaks
in the 2.0-MHz MF burst intensity, though not always
the other way around. The poor correlation probably
results becauseauroral hissamplitude usually decreases
with increasing frequency in the LF range, so that at
430 kHz, the hiss mostly lies below the noise level of the
instrument. The high time resolution data in Figure 8

N

2.0-

it cannot

at 0757:29

2.5-

:•

which MF burst is not accompaniedby LF auroral hiss,

are consistent

with

and MF

on short timescales

burst

a correlation

between

auroral

hiss

but do not establish

such a correlation. Simultaneous high time resolution
VLF hiss and MF burst data are required in order to
establish whether these two phenomena are correlated
on the timescale of the MF burst wave packets.

05':2805':3005;3205•:3405:3605:3805:40
Time (UT)

Figure 7. A 0.15-3.00 MHz spectrogramrecordedat
Arviat during0527-0541UT on February18, 1995. The
MF burst in the frequency range 1.5-2.9 MHz is correlated with the auroral hiss in the frequency range 30
kHz to 0.9 MHz.

4.

Discussion
Since the

first

observation

of auroral

MF

burst

in

October 1993, hundreds more events have been detected at many observatories.The frequencyof the MF

burstsrangesfrom about 1.3 to 4.5 MHz. For reference,
the ionosphericelectrongyrofrequencyaboveChurchill,
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Figure 8. (a) A 0-3.2 MHz spectrogramshowingan MF burst event recordedat Churchill,

Manitoba,on 14 April, 1996;(b) the amplitudeof a 10-kHzbe•ndcenteredat 2.0 MHz, correpondingto the middleof the MF burst and averagedwith a 24-mswindow;(c) the amplitudein
a 10-kHz band centeredat 430 kHz, correspondingto the auroral hiss.
Manitoba, ranges from 1.61 MHz at 100 km to 1.07

on short timescalesMF burst is organized into wave
packets of duration 100-300/rs. At timescalesof secspectrumof MF burst hasa null near 2.9 MHz (possibly onds to minutes, MF burst is correlated with impulsive
correspondingto twice the ionosphericelectrongyrofre- auroral hiss,with both emissionsoccurringduring the
quencynear300 km altitude) suggested
by previoussta- expansion phase of auroral substorms. The correlation

MHz

at 1000 km.

Recent

data leave no doubt

that

the

tisticalstudies[Weatherwaxet al., 1994]. Surprisingly, between

auroral

hiss and MF

burst at the time scales
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of the MF burst wave packetshas not been established.
MF burst is sometimeslocalized, with intensity differing by more than 35 dB between observations200 km
apart. Auroral hiss and roar are often similarly local-
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upper hybrid frequency in the auroral ionosphere. At

higher altitudes than shown here, precipitating auroral electronsgenerateauroral hiss, probably via mecha-

nismsdescribedin the literature [e.g.,Maggs,1976]. If

the distribution of the auroral electronsat ionospheric
The power spectral density of MF burst emissions altitudes is characterizedby a bump-on-tail, Langmuir
at 2.0-2.6 MHz, averaged over I ms, ranges from 100 waveswould be excited at the local plasma frequency
to 750nV/mv/-•. Thisnumber
represents
anaverageas indicated by crossesin the figure. Alternatively, a
over multiple 100-300/rs wave packets,the most intense loss cone feature in the electron distribution function
of which have power spectral densitiesin the range 1- would destabilize upper hybrid waves. In either case
2/tV/mx/•. Assuming
a bandwidth
of 0.5-1.0MHz, these electrostaticwaves must convert to electromagthe field strength at ground level associatedwith the netic wavesin order to propagateto the ground.
In this model, the upper frequency bound of the MF
most intensewave packetsis about I mV/m. If the
sourcelies at 500 km altitude, this field strengthimplies burst correspondsto the maximum plasma frequency
peak powersof 1000 W for an isotropicsource,or much or maximum upper hybrid frequencyin the ionosphere,
less for a beamed source. For example, a 15ø beam either in the E peak or in the F peak as shownin Figwould imply 0• 30 W. The energy in an individual 300 ure 9. The lower frequencybound might correspondto
/rs wave packetswould be as large as 0.3 J (10 mJ) the plasma or upper hybrid frequency at the altitude
for the isotropiccase (15ø beam case). The average where the electron distribution is no longer unstable
poweris lower than the peak powerby a factor of 2-10. due to collisionaldamping or due to degradationof the
For comparison,the average power of a 10 x 300 km nonthermal feature in the distribution. Alternatively,
auroralarc is typically0• 107W. However,if the MF if radiation originates at the bottomside of the F layer
burst sourceis confinedto a tiny sectionof the arc, then and if there is significant precipitation-inducedionizathe generationmechanismmust be fairly efficient;for tion in the D or E regions,the blanketingeffectof these
example, if the source were confined to a 10 x 10 km layers may determine the lower frequency limit of the
section of the arc and the emissionwere isotropic, the MF burst as shownin Figure 9. The observedupper frequencyboundsof MF burst, rangingfrom 2 to 4.5 MHz,
requiredefficiencyis the order of one percent.
Although closely associatedwith auroral hiss, MF are similar to the range of peak plasma or upper hybrid
burstsoccur at frequenciesabovethe electron cyclotron frequenciesin the auroral ionosphere,and the observed
frequencyand hencecannot propagatein the whistler lower bound exceedsthe electrongyrofrequencyat F remodeas doesauroral hiss. Figure 9 illustratesa possible gion altitudes and is comparableto a typical maximum
mechanismfor generation of MF bursts. The vertical plasmafrequencyin an enhancedE region.
Simultaneousground-basedradiowaveand incoherent
axis representsaltitude, and the horizontal axis represents frequency. The dark trace representsa typical scatter radar observationsat Sondrestrom, Greenland,
profile of either the electron plasma frequency or the provide evidencethat sufficientlyhigh plasma densities
ized.

occur in the ionosphereduring MF burst events. Figure 10 showsswept receiverdata from March 23, 1996,
when the maximum frequencyof the MF burst increases
Altitude

Auroral electron beam

Langmuir
or Upper Hybrid

F-peak
Radiation

(MF-Burst)
<•

E-region

, .. , •> Plasma
orUpper

MF-Burst
Hybrid
Frequency

FrequencyRange
Observed

on the Ground

from

2 MHz

between

0107

and 0108 UT.

The bottom panels present plots of the electron density measuredduring consecutiveradar antenna scans
in the magnetic meridian. These plots show electron
density contours versus altitude and north-south dis-

tance from the radar facility. The first scan (labeled
A) coversapproximately0103-0107 UT, and the second scan (labeled B) coversapproximately0107-0111
UT. The maximum electron density measuredby the

radarjumpsfroma little over5 x 104 cm-3 (fpe• 2
MHz) during the first scanto about 3.5 x 105 cm-3
(fpe • 5 MHz) during the secondscan,with the enhanced density observedin a narrow region south of
Sondrestrom

Figure 9. A sketchof a possiblemechanismfor generating MF burst emissions:in the bottomside of the
F region,auroral electronsgenerateLangmuir or upper
hybrid wavesover a rangeof altitudes correspondingto
the range of frequenciesin MF burst. These electrostatic waves must then convert to to electromagnetic
wavesin order to propagateto the ground.

to 3 MHz

and associated with an auroral

arc as con-

firmed by all-sky camera images(M. McCready, personalcommunication,1997). These data showthat at
all times the maximum plasma frequencysomewherein
the ionosphere within a few hundred kilometers of the

radar facility exceedsthe maximum frequency of the
simultaneously observedMF burst.
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$ondrestrom, Greenland March 23, 1996
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as occursstimulatedelectromagneticemissions[e.g.,
Thidd et al., 1983];linear modeconversion
on a steep

waves in a region of density irregularities, analogous
to a similar processat the lower hybrid frequency de-
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scribedby Bell and Ngo [1990];or propagationthrough
the Z mode radio window, which also requiresa density

gradient [e.g., Budden,1985]. While there is a direct
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topologicalconnectionbetweenthe Langrnuir wave and
the L-mode, this connectionoccurswhere the phasevelocity is far too high for the wavesto be resonant with
any electron beam.
Another outstanding difficulty in MF burst theory
'is to explain the null in the spectrum near twice the
ionosphericelectrongyrofrequency.This feature might
be attributed to cyclotron absorption by ambient electrons along the propagation path, but the mystery is
why electrons from a relatively narrow range of altitudes, 277-315 km in the caseof Figure la, contribute
to the absorption. Auroral roar occursin the same relatively narrow frequencyrange and perhapsaffectsthe
electrondistribution and enhancescyclotronabsorption
there.

The wave packet nature of the MF bursts might
be a consequenceof either nonlinear wave processes
or bursty structure in the causative auroral electrons.
There are no observations

of electron distribution

func-

tions with 100-ps time resolution. However, Ergun ei
al. [1996]recentlyreportedFAST satelliteobservations
-400-300•200'100 0 100 20'0 300 400
distance
fromS.ondrestrom
[km]

Figure 10. Sweptreceiverand incoherentscatterradar
data recorded at Sondrestrom, Greenland, on March
23, 1996. The top panel showsauroral hiss and MF
burst emissionsextending up to 3 MHz. The bottom
panelsshowelectrondensitycontours,as a function of

of auroral

hiss at several thousand

kilometers

altitude

showingthat hisssometimesconsistsof individual wave
packets called whistler solitary structures, of duration
100--300pa. Furthermore, thesewhistler solitary struc-

tures are sometimes periodic on timescales of the local
ion gyroperiod. Electrons accelerated by the whistler
solitary structures at several thousand kilometers would
altitude and north-south distance from the radar facilbe too dispersedto generate the 100-300 ps structure
ity, measuredduring consecutiveradar antenna scansin in MF bursts at F region altitudes unless the accelthe magneticmeridian: the first scan(labeledA) cov- eration were constrained to an unrealistically narrow
ers approximately 0103-0107 UT, and the secondscan
(labeledB) coversapproximately0107-0111UT. These energy range. Therefore, if the whistler solironsare redata confirm that at all times the maxilnuln plasma sponsiblefor acceleratingelectronswhich generateMF
frequency somewherein the ionospherewithin a few burst by the mechanismshownin Figure 9, the accelerhundred kilometers of the radar facility exceeds the ation must occur at low altitudes. If one associates the
maximum frequencyof the simultaneouslyobservedMF occasional 1-1.5 ms periodicity in the MF burst wave
burst.
packetswith ion cyclotronfrequencyin the regionof the
whistler solitary waves which accelerate the electrons,

The generation mechanism depicted in Figure 9 is
similar to one proposedfor auroral roar, except that auroral roar may be associatedwith upper hybrid waves
generatedat a particular altitude rather than Langlnuir
or upper hybrid waves generated over a range of altitudes. For both auroral roar and MF burst, the outstanding theoretical difficulty is to explain the mode
conversionrequired by these models Four possibilities
are nonlinear wave-wavecoupling or parametric decay,

then thesemustbe at ionosphericaltitudes. Future high
time resolution ground based or in situ measurements
resolving100-300 ps structure in MF burst and auroral
hiss simultaneouslywill provide a means to probe the
relationship between them.
Sotnikovet al. [1996]proposean alternativegeneration mechanismfor MF burst whichexploitsthe energy
in the perpendicular velocity component of the auroral electrons rather than the parallel component. In
their model, electronacousticwavesmediatethe energy
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transfer betweenthe electronsand the electromagnetic Ergun, R.E., et al., Initial results from the FAST mission:
waves.

Generation

of such electron

acoustic waves has

been observedin electron beams generated artificially

DC turbulence, VLF waves, and AKR, Trans. AGU, 77

(d6), Fall Meet. Suppl.,F625, 1996.

Helliwell, R. A., Whistlersand RelatedIonosphericPhenomin the ionosphere
duringactiveexperiments[Sotnikovet
ena, Stanford Univ. Press, Stanford, Calif., 1965.
al., 1995]. This mechanismalsorelieson somemeans Jones,D., Sourceof terrestrial non-thermal radiation, Nature, 260, 686, 1976.
for convertingthe electrostatic wave energy into elecKellogg, P. J., and S. J. Monson, Radio emissionsfrom the
tromagnetic waves.
aurora, Geophys. Res. Lett., 6, 297, 1979.
In conclusion,the most dramatic result of recent exLaBelle, J., A.T. Weatherwax, M.L. Trimpi, R. Brittain,
periments is the resolution of the short time structure
R.D. Hunsucker, and J.V. Olson, The spectrum of raof the MF bursts which are composedof wave packdio noiseat groundlevel during substorms,Geophys.Res.
Lett., 21, 2749, 1994.
ets lasting only 100-300/•s. Models for the generation
mechanism
features

must account for this fine structure.

which

need to be accounted

Other

for are the fre-

LaBelle, J., M.L. Trimpi, R. Brittain, and A.T. Weatherwax,
Fine structureof auroral roar emissions,J. Geophys.Res.,
100, 21953, 1995.

quencyrange (1.3-4.5 MHz), the null in the spectrum Maggs, J.E., Coherent generationof VLF hiss, J. Geophys.

near 2.9 MHz, the observationof wave intensities differing by more than 35 dB at stations 200 km apart, and
the correlation between MF burst and auroral hiss. The

last observationsuggestsa closeconnectionbetweenMF
burst and auroral

hiss.
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